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MARKET UPDATE 
Round Tomatoes: Vine ripes are coming 
on strong in the East which has pushed up 
the overall supply of rounds. TN and NC 
have consistent supply while AL’s 
numbers have been strong.   However, 
quality is all over the board depending on 
the area and the amount and timing of 
summer time rains that have hit the fields. 
(TN’s are better than AL’s)  Mature greens 
are mostly coming out of NC, TN and VA 
this week but our Lipman VA crops will 
drop out after this weekend.  We look to 
come back with Fall plantings around 
September 10th. As with vine-ripes, quality 
has been somewhat hit or miss but 
attention to sorting still produces a good 
pack. In the West, Baja’s vine-ripe 
numbers have lightened up this week, but 
there’s good mature green volume coming 
out of CA. Lipman’s harvests have been 
steady and strong.  Quality has improved 
dramatically as we moved into more 
northern crops that have faced less heat 
and wind.  
 
Roma Tomatoes:   With NJ experiencing 
some crop damage from the recent storm, 
the bulk of Eastern romas is coming out of 
TN and NC.  Availability is consistent, 
although quality can vary.   Baja’s roma 
numbers remain steady with a moderate 
supply available.  CA’s overall volume is 
mostly steady but there are ups and 
downs by grower.  Lipman’s harvests have 
strengthened in terms of volume and 
quality as we transitioned to new growing 
areas. Most of our fruit has been jumbo 
and XL sized this week.  
 
Grape Tomatoes: Our VA farms are 
harvesting from multiple plantings of grape 
tomatoes, some older and some new. Our 
overall volume has lightened up from a 
few weeks ago, but it’s still strong 
compared to other growers in the region. 
Unlike rounds, our grape crops will 
continue through the season with no 
planned interruptions.  Despite some rain 
issues, we’re able to grade out quality 
concerns to produce a nice pack.  There’s 
also fruit available in NC and TN, just at a 
lighter level.  The West has plenty of its 
own grape tomatoes as Baja remains 
steady and our Central Mexico program 
has moved into strong volumes. 
Promotional opportunities are available.  
 
Bell Peppers: Bell peppers are still 
plentiful in the East! There is product in a 
number of states-  TN, KY, NC, IN, NY, 
VA, and NJ- to name a few. Volume is 

strong in most areas but quality varies. 
Regular summer weather patterns are 
bringing a few issues like scarring, 
bruising and occasional decay to some 
farms, but others are faring better.  NJ 
has strong production, but the fruit took 
on a lot of rain with the tropical storm 
which has caused some hit or miss 
quality issues. This should clean up late 
next week. Some of the best fruit is 
coming from NY, TN and IN.  In the 
West, there are still plenty of nice-
quality green bells coming out of 
Fresno, LeGrand and Gilroy.  However, 
a weeklong heatwave is expected in the 
growing areas which could impact 
quality and yields.  Stay tuned.  
 
Cucumbers:  We’re in the dog days of 
August in the East, which traditionally 
brings lower production of cucumbers. 
This year is no exception.  A few of the 
smaller, more southern growers have 
already bowed out for the season, while 
others are carrying on with lighter 
volumes. MI has some of the stronger 
numbers but quality is average and 
requires a lot of grading to meet 
customer specs.  NJ is currently 
gapping for a week or two, which is 
sending some of their regional demand 
to NY, among other places.  One of the 
larger growers in NY has had some 
weather issues, but they have worked 
through the worst part and should see 
improvements going forward. Western 
production from Baja has slowed due to 
cool weather and overcast days but 
nicer weather is in the forecast which 
should bring better volume back next 
week. Central Mexico also has product 
on the vines, but rainy weather has kept 
any increases at bay. Quality remains 
strong and we don’t see any issues 
there in the near future. 
 
Green Beans: The green bean thing 
has been tight, but availability is 
showing signs of improvement as we 
move through the week.  One of the 
larger growers has started in PA after a 
short, storm-related gap during their 
transition which should help the supply 
situation. There are also beans in NY 
and MI. MI’s quality has cleaned up 
after dealing with some issues a few 
weeks ago.  The West continues to 
have multiple areas with beans and are 
plugging along with the normal volume 
levels for this time of year. The Santa 
Maria area has the most volume but 
quality ranges from fair to good.  
Orange Co.’s beans are better but their 

acreage is on the light side. 
 
Summer Squash:  With so many 
areas usually in production at this 
point, there are a lot of moving parts 
to the squash report. Overall, product, 
especially of good quality, is a bit 
snug in the East. MI still has some 
quality issues (especially on yellow) 
but seems to have a little more 
volume this week, which is a good 
sign.  NJ has been a strong producer 
this summer, but the recent storm has 
put them into a one-week gap until 
new fields start. Local programs in 
KY, NC, VA, NY, and TN are 
generally in the lighter volume stage 
of the season but quality seems to be 
a notch better in these areas. Baja, 
Santa Maria and the CA Central 
Valley are beginning to experience an 
increase in production thanks to some 
warmer weather.  However, 
temperatures are forecasted to be in 
the triple digits for the next several 
days which could limit pickers working 
in the fields and potentially cause a 
bloom drop and /or stunt the growth of 
the plants. 
 
Eggplant:  Eggplant is one of the 
most resilient crops when it comes to 
weather, so volumes have been 
steady in NJ, VA, NY, KY and SC. 
There’s an adequate amount of 
product to meet demand with only the 
occasional quality issue. As for the 
West, CA’s Central Valley volume has 
slowed due to heat. High temps are 
expected for the weekend and could 
slow down or even stop harvest 
crews. Expect less supply until the 
weather cools.  Our Baja ranch is 
waiting for the fruit to size up on the 
current block and anticipates the next 
planting to start by the end of August.   
 
Chili Peppers:  Chili pepper 
production continues at the light and 
scattered levels that are typical for the 
East. There’s moderate volume and 
nice quality on all varieties in IN, 
lighter volumes with most varieties in 
KY, NY, and VA, and mostly 

jalapenos in NC and NJ.  Baja, CA 
and WA have strong volumes to cover 
the West and any other shoppers that 
are looking.  We don’t see any variety 
dropping out of production although 
serranos are somewhat limited this 
week. Quality from all areas has been 
strong and we don’t anticipate any 
issues in the near future. 
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Dive Brief: 

 Online grocery buying is stabilizing among consumers but remains 
higher than it was pre-pandemic, according to a report from shoppable 
recipe platform Chicory. About 60% of respondents bought groceries 
online in July, compared with 63% in April and 53% in January of this 
year. 

 In Chicory’s most recent survey, about 43% of shoppers said they place 
online grocery orders once a week, and 33% say they order online once 
a month. From Q1 to Q2, when Chicory first conducted its survey, the 
number of people who completed online grocery purchases weekly or 
more grew by 17%.  

 Nearly one-third of consumers add to their grocery carts weekly, while 
about 25% report adding items to their cart a few times a week. Thirty-
eight percent add to their carts every few weeks. 

The report from Chicory notes that many shoppers have settled into a "new 
normal" routine with online grocery shopping. The panic-buying crazy that drove 
so many shoppers online in April tapered off a bit based on July results, but the 
firm said the number of people who bought online in the past 60 days is still 12% 
higher than before the pandemic. And all indications are that online grocery 
shopping will remain well above pre-pandemic levels for the foreseeable future. 

At the same time, the increasing frequency with which shoppers are buying online 
signals an important trial period for retailers. 

"Changes in online grocery usage frequency indicate that we’re beginning a 
period of stabilization in the industry as those who tried grocery delivery or pickup 
services are now deciding whether they want to integrate it into their regular 
shopping routines or return fully to brick and mortar," the report noted. 

The slight shift in the frequency of online shopping reported in April and July is 
also attributed to the reopening of restaurants and bars in some parts of the 
country, the report said, as people took a break from cooking at home or felt 
comfortable going back to the physical store and got used to things like mask-
wearing in public. 

Consumers do appear to be slowing down when it comes to the amount they 
spend on online grocery transactions. In July, about 18% reported spending $100 
or more per week, down from 25% in April, while 27% say they spend about $50 
to $75. According to the report, this indicates that shoppers could be using online 
grocery to supplement their in-store purchases, rather than to complete their 
entire grocery haul.  

Behavior around which retailer shoppers use has evolved a great deal since Q1. 
From Q1 to Q2, many people began using Instacart. From Q2 to Q3, however, 
several different retailers gained share. 

This shift indicates that shoppers are becoming more savvy with their online 
shopping and are going to retailers that may better suit their needs. In a recent 
interview, David Bishop, partner with Brick Meets Click, said consumers are 
becoming more discerning about where they're shopping online for groceries. 

“In the early stages of COVID, it was all about availability and can I place an order 
online?” he said. “Now, what we’re seeing is that as out-of-stocks continue to 
come down, albeit still at elevated levels, customers are now looking at all aspects 
of the experience, from the quality of the products to the completeness of the 
order to, how easy is it?”  
 
This article has been edited for space and content. To review the full selection, 
please go to www.grocerydive.com  
 
 

KEEP YOUR EYE ON THE CONSUMER 
Shoppers Settle in to Online Grocery Routines 
By: Jessica Dumont, www.grocerydive.com, August 10, 2020  

 

 
TRANSPORTATION FACTS 

*The average US diesel fuel 
price rose only slightly (less 
than $.01), coming in at 
$2.43 per gallon this week.  

*The average price for a 
gallon of diesel is $.58 lower 
than the same time last year.  

*Only the East Coast, 
Central Atlantic and Lower 
Atlantic areas reported very 
slight price declines (less 
than $.01).  All other 
reporting zones came in with 
the same or slightly higher 
fuel costs. 

*As usual, California has the 
highest price at $3.26 per 
gallon, while the Gulf Coast 
remains the low-price leader 
at $2.18 per gallon.  

*After several weeks of 

holding steady, the WTI 
Crude Oil price rose 1.7% 
over the last 7 days, moving 
from $41.95 to $42.67 per 
barrel.    

* The truck availability report 

is similar to last week with 
NC, IN, IL and the Delmarva 
area reporting shortages. CA 
and NM also report slight 
shortages but all other areas 
have adequate 
transportation available. 

 

 

 

http://www.grocerydive.com/
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ITEM QUALITY PRICING 
 

Bell Pepper Mostly Good   E-Lower; W-Lower 
 

Cucumber Mostly Good   E-Steady; W-Higher 
 

Eggplant     Good   E-Lower; W-Higher 
 

Green Beans    Varied   E-Steady; W-Steady 
 

Jalapenos     Good   E-Steady; W-Steady 
 

Squash-Hard     Varied   E-Steady; W-Steady 
 

Squash-Soft     Good   E-Steady; W-Steady 
 

Tomatoes Fair to Good   E-Lower; W-Steady 
 

AUGUST CALENDAR 
All Month 
National Panini Month 
Family Fun Month 
August 16th-22nd  
National Chef’s Appreciation Week 
August 17th  
National Nonprofit Day 
August 18th  
National Fajita Day 
August 21st  
National Senior Citizens Day 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Unicoi, TN Weather 

PRODUCE BAROMETER 
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When I was a young store manager, the saying in the supermarket industry was that the success of your 
store depends on the quality of your meat department. Not to diminish the importance of the meat 
department, but in today’s world, your produce department is the driver of your store’s success. 
 
That begs the following questions: 
What does your produce department stand for in today’s competitive environment? 
What is the consumer perception of your produce? 
 
There is a reason that most retailers position the produce department at the front entrance of the store. It’s 
fresh, colorful and highlights the season. Produce sets the tone for the entire store. That being the case, 
what you show your customers when they step into produce is of the utmost importance.  
 
Here’s my list of the top 10 attributes of an excellent produce department. 
1. Fresh sight lines 
When a customer walks into your produce department, their eyes should be directed to fresh bulk product 
as much as possible This takes careful planning when setting your stores.  The fresh green rack is the 
produce manager’s pride and joy and needs to be a focal point. I love the wall-of-greens approach at the 
back of the department as it will be highly visible from the front of the department.   
 
Your tables should be bulk on the front and bagged and clamshells on the back.  For example, bulk apples 
on the front of the table and bagged apples on the back. The same goes for potatoes. For tomatoes, bulk 
on the front of the table, clamshells on the back. You want to see as little plastic as possible – berries and 
grapes being the exception to the rule. 
 
2. Culled, conditioned, rotated 

Only the best quality produce should be available for your customer. The buyers take pride in buying the 
best quality produce available. Maintaining the produce available on the sales floor is important. 
Best practices are to work the entire department the first thing in the morning before you stock. 

 Pull and pitch any distressed – bruised, wilted, damaged – product from shelf. 

 Pull and pitch outdated product from shelf. 

 Pull and re-crisp green rack. 
During the day produce the produce team should be on constant lookout for poor quality. 
Be obsessed with quality. A produce manager should never walk by an apple with a bruise. We must lead 
by example.  That goes for store management too. Don’t just walk by the produce department. Walk the 
entire department and inspect for quality. 
 
3. Merchandised to the season 
What season are we in? You should be able to tell what season we are in by standing in front of the 
produce department and observing the displays at the front of the department.  Is it spring with a focus on 
berries, Vidalia onions and asparagus?  Or is it summer with a focus on melons, grapes, soft fruit and local 
tomatoes? How about fall with a focus on apples? Or winter with the focus on fruit citrus? 
 
This article is continued on page 5…. 

 
 
 
 

NATIONAL WEATHER SPOTLIGHT 
Last Week’s Precipitation Totals and Average Temperature Deviation  

 

NEWS IN THE GROCERY TRADE 
What Makes a Great Produce Department 
By: Mike O’Brien, www.producemarketguide.com, August 12, 2020  
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 Questions or comments about the newsletter? 

Contact: joanna.hazel@lipmanfamilyfarms.com 

 

CREATED BY LIPMAN FOR OUR 

VALUED CUSTOMERS 

 

Learn more about us @ 

www.lipmanfamilyfarms.com 

www.suntasticfresh.com  

 

Follow us on 
social media 

MARK YOUR CALENDAR  
& PACK YOUR BAGS? 
 
September 16-19, 2020 

SEPC’s Southern Innovations 
CANCELLED 
Savannah, GA 
www.seproducecouncil.com/events 
 
September 22-24, 2020 

NEPC 24th Annual Golf Tournament 
Indian Pond Country Club 
Kingston, MA 
www.newenglandproducecouncil.com  
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Continued…. 
 
4. Peak display power at peak times 
While we always want the department to look full and fresh, that may not make sense on a Wednesday at 
9 a.m. Always know your daily and hourly sales and plan on peaking displays when the traffic dictates. 
It’s never okay to have poor quality on the rack, but it is okay to have one or two layers of great quality 
produce available during slow sales periods and then peak the displays on the evenings or weekends. 
 
5. Merchandised to the neighborhood 
Understand the demographic of the neighborhood where your store is located. This and your scan data 
should direct you to what variety you carry and the size of your displays. 
 
6. Clearly signed 
Signage is important, and we must be disciplined. The signs are for your customer and meant to inform. 
Great well-placed promotional signs provide information on price.  Your department is stocked with great 
quality fresh produce. But how much is it? Don’t make your customers guess. Whether it’s promotional 
pricing or everyday retails, each item should be clearly signed.  Informational signs are important, too. 
What is special about your produce and how does the customer prepare the produce? These signs will sell 
more produce. 
 
7. Clean 
Make sure you have a cleaning schedule that is followed diligently. Dirty shelves and displays are a major 
turnoff to your customer. Cleanliness reflects on your quality and food safety reputation. 
 
8. In-stock condition 
Out-of-stocks will disappoint your customers and will cost you sales. They could cost you a customer 
forever. 
 
9. Backroom and cooler organization 
It all starts and ends in your coolers and backrooms. Heavy coolers – those with too much inventory – are 
difficult to keep rotated. Stores with heavy, unorganized coolers and backrooms usually have more shrink 
and out-of-stocks than those that are organized. This means lost sales and less profit.  
 
10. Hospitable and knowledgeable clerks 
The produce department is a service department. Friendly, informed clerks that assist your customers in 
their quest for great produce will enhance your sales and keep your customers coming back for more. 
It’s important that the top ten of what makes your produce department great lives throughout your 
organization. Every team member must understand the top ten and what it takes to make it a reality in the 
world of the store. 
 
Have the top ten printed on a 3x5 card and have all produce teammates and store managers keep it in 
their front pocket. 

 
Mike O’Brien, president of O’Brien Innovations, has more than 30 years of retail leadership experience, 
including 15 years as a vice president of produce. He received the Produce Retailer of the Year award in 
2004. His new consulting practice covers retail merchandising and business development, among other 
areas. 
 

NEWS IN THE GROCERY TRADE…Continued 
What Makes a Great Produce Department 
By: Mike O’Brien, www.producemarketguide.com, August 12, 2020  
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https://www.facebook.com/LipmanFamilyFarms/
https://www.instagram.com/lipmanfamilyfarms/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/lipmanfamilyfarms/
https://twitter.com/Lipman_Produce

